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Prentice Hall's most important C programming title in years. A companion volume to Kernighan
& Ritchie's C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE. A collection of reusable functions (code for
building data structures, code for performing math functions and scientific calculations, etc.)
which will save C programmers time and money especially when working on large programming
projects. The C Library is part of the ANSI (American National Standard Institute) for the C
Language. This new book contains the complete code for the library. It covers elements of the
library with which even the most experienced C programmers are not familiar such as
internationalization (the ability to write programs that can adapt to different cultural locales, for
example, using the C library, programmers can write software that manipulates large character
sets such as Kanji). Structured like the Standard C Library, it contains 15 headers declaring or
defining all of the names in the library. A separate chapter covers each header, including
excerpts from relevant portions of the C Standard showing all codes needed to implement each
portion of the library and explaining why it is necessary. The book teaches readers the concepts
and design issues associated with library building. Using this book, programemrs will be less
likely to re-code something that already exists in a given program. Plauger is one of the world's
leading experts on C and the C Library.

From the PublisherThis is the first comprehensive treatment of ANSI and ISO standards for the
C Library. Written by a world renowned author on the C programming language and the head of
the ANSI committee that standardized the C Library, this new guide contains the complete code
of the Standard C Library and includes practical advice on using all 15 headers. All C
programmers will benefit from the book's focus on the concepts, design issues, and trade-offs
associated with library building; using this book, programmers will make the best use of the C
Library and will learn to build programs with maximum portability and reusability.From the Back
CoverPrentice Hall's most important C programming title in years. A companion volume to
Kernighan & Ritchie's C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE. A collection of reusable functions (code
for building data structures, code for performing math functions and scientific calculations, etc.)
which will save C programmers time and money especially when working on large programming
projects. The C Library is part of the ANSI (American National Standard Institute) for the C
Language. This new book contains the complete code for the library. It covers elements of the
library with which even the most experienced C programmers are not familiar such as
internationalization (the ability to write programs that can adapt to different cultural locales, for
example, using the C library, programmers can write software that manipulates large character
sets such as Kanji). Structured like the Standard C Library, it contains 15 headers declaring or
defining all of the names in the library. A separate chapter covers each header, including



excerpts from relevant portions of the C Standard showing all codes needed to implement each
portion of the library and explaining why it is necessary. The book teaches readers the concepts
and design issues associated with library building. Using this book, programemrs will be less
likely to re-code something that already exists in a given program. Plauger is one of the world's
leading experts on C and the C Library.
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Curtis Dyer, “Peerless Exploration and Detail Regarding C Implementations. Second to none in
diving into the depths of understanding C as a language and its implementation. This is easily
the best text for C next to K&R2.”

J. Hicks, “Nice .. The most well part of this print is the ink and paper. The paper is thick enough
and strong and the lettering is readable. This book has an Introduction to the Standard c library,
and included the sample of each library for use and source code which is like legalese in the
sense of representation and includes rights to copy edit and modify but the original is
copyrighted ...so that you must include the source of the book, year and author as specified.
This kind of copyright seems more honorable and clean when heard by ear or seen. However for
a person who learns by reading and figuring. It is only a manner of book learning and hobby for
one.”

Ervin J. Obando, “No BS Included!. There are many books out there that fluff themselves with
pointless text. Many times referencing subjects that force the reader to other books. What
struck me the most about this book in particular was it's programmer grammar. It truthfully
excluded the fluff that many other books include. It got to the point, explained its subjects clearly,
efficiently and concisely. Its focus on the language was truthfully a "programmer-to-
programmer" adventure. And though it assumed the reader to be a programmer, its subjects
were expanded in a way that even new developers could understand. Of the many books in my
collection, none have ever felt so natural. My love and passion for the C language has been
encouraged.”

Shayanrafizadeh, “Just wow. If you are a programmer that cares about the standard library just
wowthis book is detailed enough and has everything you need to write sophisticated programs
using the standard libraryspecially for people in *nix based os as you may know c and *nix are
closely relatedits an awesome tutorial and reference on my shelf along some other damn good c
programming booksif your major is computer science this is what you should focus on since c
programming is timeless and never gets oldthanks thanks thank”

Norman W, “Good book, bad binding.. This a great book and should be in every C programmers
library. I bought a new copy of this book from Amazon and promptly sent it straight back to them
because the binding and print quality were of very poor quality. I am sure what I received was a
'print-on-demand' copy. I sent back the expensive 'new' book and reordered some time later a
good used copy for a fraction of the price.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A Classic. A classic.  I got used in excellent shape.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. excellent book to use in trying to learn C”

verbose, “Very useful, needs to be updated. Plauger's book is of course a classic, but like the
other great classic that it complements (Kernighan and Ritchie), it deals with an older C
standard. It would be nice to have a version that is up-to-date with the most current C standard,
C11.”

mirko, “Un must del settore. Per chiunque voglia cimentarsi nel mondo del C deve, e sottolineo
deve, leggere questo libro. La stampa non è esaltante, ma il contenuto è assolutamente di prima
qualità.”

The book by Anna Novak has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 81 people have provided feedback.
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